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Amenti DVDs Counter Time: (DVD3) 01:20–END

Questions and Answers
1. Why do beings incarnate at this time have to catch the Morphogenetic Wave?
• Because they know that they couldn’t assemble their DNA fast enough, and by
catching the Morphogenetic Wave, they could make it out before the portals close
and ascend from D4 while the portals are open.
• You go to D4 after you leave the physical body in D3.
2. What is it like to go through a portal?
• All of the molecules in your body begin to vibrate very, very quickly.
• You get very interesting changes in sound, then everything goes totally quiet and
black.
• You suddenly appear somewhere else.
3. What happens to the physical body of those who can directly walk through a
portal?
• When someone goes through a portal, they are transmuting.
• Their particles are turning into light.
• They are going back into the Morphogenetic Field and then they are remanifesting in the next level up.
4. How will we know if we have assembled enough DNA to directly walk through a
portal?
• The Guardians will make direct contact with more people on a personal basis.
5. Some people will be very, very close to building that 5th strand of DNA, but it
won’t quite be done in time before the portals close. What are their options?
• Consciousness clones are being created at a higher vibration and being kept
between the 3rd and 4th dimension, where the frequency is higher.
• The consciousness of some of these people will be transferred into their clones
and they will literally be taken on space ships.
6. Why do we work with our Chakra System?
• To start the DNA healing.
7. What is Multi-Dimensional Physics?
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It is 15-Dimensional Physics, as compared to scientists’ current view of the world
as having only three dimensions.

8. What is a Partiki Grid?
• A level of manifestation between the Morphogenetic Field and matter.
• Partiki Grids are certain stages that particles of consciousness go through from
going to this field of energy that holds the sound patterns that will build who you
are or what you are and the structure of your body.
9. What are Morphogenetic Fields?
• Morphogenetic Fields, if they were held in your hand, would be self-contained
spheres of energy.
• They operate like a template and are what sets the pattern for what will manifest.
There are stages of manifestation between morph and matter.
• They are made of energy substance that has no direct form, before the energy
becomes a grid.
• They are conscious substance made of Partiki.
10. What happens when Morphogenetic Fields send units out in a certain pattern
and those units interact with the unified fields of dimensions and the frequency
there?
• They experience different things and pick up different patterns.
• These patterns are brought back into the Morphogenetic Field and expand the
field.
• Even though it is a fixed pattern through which we manifest, that pattern is
continually being added to by each one of us through the choices we make in our
lives.
• Morphogenetic Fields have living memory.
• It is the place where our consciousness is stationed at all times.
• Our consciousness on Earth is projected outward from the consciousness in the
Morphogenetic Field.
• It is a level of awareness that is beyond physicality and beyond the illusions of
dimensional perception.
• It is an organic intelligence created through the natural dynamics of the universe.
• It is biological without body, and it has energy substance made of Partiki Units,
which are units of consciousness that have both electrical and sound tone reality
to them.
• The Partiki Units build up into Partiki Strands and then into Partiki Grids and then
into Keylons and Keylon Codes and eventually up into subatomic particles, which
are matter particles.
11. Who writes the codes?
• A Supreme Intelligence that could almost represent a massive Morphogenetic
Field within which resides all intelligence and always will. Every piece of
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intelligence or piece of consciousness walking around is a piece of that identity.
Of that Supreme Creative Intelligence.
12. What is God Realization?
• When you get to the point where you are at one with the universe and the universe
is one with you.
• When you know that everything outside of you is not really outside of you at all,
but inside of you.
• This is what we are growing into.
• It is a mechanical process that involves particles and dimensional frequencies.
• It is also a spiritual process that involves cognitions that can’t be fit into
definitions, but can be felt.

Vocabulary
1. Portal:
An energy vortex through which it is possible to pass to another dimension.
2. Partiki Units:
Units of consciousness that have both electrical and sound tone reality to them. One of
the smallest units of energy-substance. They are part of the building blocks of
Morphogenetic Fields, matter and individuated conscious identity. They operate as
minute perpetual motion fission/fusion generators.
3. Partiki Grids:
They are the fabric of Morphogenetic Field structure. Partiki Units group to form
interwoven strands, then grids, of electro-tonal substance out of which Morphogenetic
Fields are fashioned. Out of a Unified Field of Partiki units, Partiki Grids form to create
the frequency bands that make up dimensional fields, and then to form individuated
Morphogenetic Fields.
4. Morphogenetic Fields:
They govern the form of matter manifestation and evolution of consciousness. Keylonta
is the science of Morphogenetic Field mechanics, and thus holds the key to physical
reality and biological and spiritual evolution.
5. Subatomic particles:
Subatomic particles are matter particles.
6. Chakra System:
Composed of 15 Chakras:
1. Base
2. Sacral
3. Solar plexus
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4. Heart
5. Throat/thyroid
6. 3rd eye/pituitary
7. Crown/pineal
8. Thymus/Cosmic Core
9. Thalamus/Galactic Core
10. Galactic Morphogenetic 1—6 inches above the head
11. Galactic Morphogenetic 2—18 inches above the head
12. Earth Star—6 inches below the feet
13. Earth Core
14. Universal Morphogenetic 1—36 inches above head
15. Universal Morphogenetic 2—Deep space through Earth Core
7. Dimensions:
They are vibrating fields of electro-magnetic scalar grids built upon specific
Morphogenetic Field templates that exist in specific relationships to each other, together
forming an energetic framework of interwoven frequency bands within which manifest
reality, individuated identity, time, space and matter can be experienced by
consciousness. Dimensions form a matrix of morphogenetic order called the Time
Matrix within which all manifest reality takes place.

Multiple Choice
1. Morphogenetic Fields are ______________ in shape.
(a) Linear
(b) Spherical
(c) Circular
(d) A and B
2. A Morphogenetic Field…?
(a) Is a fixed pattern through which we manifest.
(b) Has living memory.
(c) Is made of Partiki Units.
(d) All of the above.
3. Who writes the codes?
(a) We write our own.
(b) A Supreme Intelligence.
(c) Our parents through the birth process.
(d) None of the above.
4. Working with the Chakra System will initiate?
(a) DNA healing.
(b) Chakra shaping.
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(c) A and B
(d) None of the above
5. God Realization is?
(a) A spiritual process.
(b) A mechanical process.
(c) What we are growing into.
(d) All of the above.
6. What happens to the physical body when we ascend through a portal?
(a) It is transmuted.
(b) Its particles are turned into light.
(c) Its particles go back into the Morphogenetic Field and then re-manifest in the next
level up.
(d) All of the above.

Attitudes & Responsibilities of Mastery
Attitude of Mastery #12
JOY — Choosing to BE the embodied ALL-ONE-ness.
Responsibility of Mastery #12
SENSE: Learning to identify and appropriately apply both "Common Sense" and the
"Uncommon Sense" of spiritual knowing will allow us to establish the greatest balance of
energy expression within all aspects of our lives.

Multiple Choice Answers:
1. B, 2. D, 3. B, 4. A, 5. D, 6. D

The dynamics of the emerging MCEO materials involve the reality that the detailed understanding of major
topics is under continuous development; therefore, the contents, and level of detail herein, are as advanced
as possible UP TO the date of the workshop recording.
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